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COACHES ACTIVE

Many
Zoology, P•
Speech Are
Among Enlarged Depts.
In the Junior College, the Zooldepartment is offering gen
eral entomology from Dr. Arnold.
In the business administration de
partment is found retailing from
Miss Seagraves, credit and collec
tions from Mr. McCandless and
business ethics from Mr. Windmiller. By popular request Miss
01i* i» giving drafting and drap
ing in the household science and
arts department.
P, E. COURSES

The Physical Education depart
ment offers Public Safety from
Mr. Breeden and Community Hy
giene from Mr. Jackson. The fore
going are for two units. Roller
skating and horseback riding are
for one half unit.
In the Speech department of
College of the Pacific Advanced
Aeting is taught by Mr. Brown.
The Religious Education depart
ment is offering The Camp Coun
sellor and Advanced Craft, both
irom Mr. Harris. Miss Ward in
the Art Department is teaching
Leather cra£t and Binding.
OTHERS

Dr. Norman in the Economics
Department is tutoring Current
Problems of Defense. Mrs. Olson,
in the department of Education is
Hiving Elementary School Library
Administration and Cataloguing,
Classification and Filing. Dr.
Pease is offering Problems in
College Teaching and Administra
tion.
In the Physical Education de
partments of both schools Mr.
Jackson is coaching the track and
team and Mr. Kjeldsen is
aching the tennis and swimming teams.

Methodists ln
Youth
Conference
Sbw,th 4 bright cheery "Hello
ton, the forward vanguard
an estimated 200 young peothe city early Saturday
Ventirm tn'ng I°r the annual conMethorii ? the Oakland District
Hroupg '!!„ Youth—comprised of
churches !presenting some fifty
dudimr i°,catcd between and inThi* . akland and Stockton.
was "r, y^ar's conference theme
ly one - ;Strong," a very time
out ' a a °ne worth thinking
*°rld ,1"!. considering, with
The p"dltl°ns as they are.
nver,tion Headquarters
Was
t-hurch
„ Central
Methodist
Pastor ofnd^Dr- a B- Sylvester,
President *
church and the
church and the
Pfesident °f
Miss uv °t the organization,
ton' issn*!*68
of Stockan invitation to the
Public t
si°n in n.„a"end
evening sesj) e Holt Memorial chapel,
kn°wn ' c ^eorge
Hedley, well
lay re . Peaker from the East
^'aaiina"0' spoke on "Sources of

STOCKTON J. C ,
PLACES IN
TOURNAMENT,

No. 20

Jaysee Debaters
Hold Honors
Pacific Awarded Four Firsts,
Two Seconds, Two Thirds

Either taking first, second or third place the Stock
ton Junior College Debaters swept through the fifth
annual Pacific Invitational Debate Tournament by claim
ing victory in a majority of public speaking events. One
of the Pacific Coast's leading intercollegiate debate
•meets, the tournament was suc
cessfully held on the Pacific Campus this last week-end.
PROPS. BETZ and CLARK have been very active

the past week. Together they were the head of the
junior college debate tournament held on this campus
last week-end. Professor Edward S. Betz is acting as
coach to the debaters at the Linfield tournament held in
Linfield, Oregon.

DEBATERS
TRIP T O
LINFIELD

WELL, ALL RIGHT!

P. S. A. debaters took first in
women's impromptu, first in the
men's impromptu, first in wom
en's oratory, third in men's de
bate, second in women's ex-temp.,
second in "progression," first in j
women's debate and third in
Nine Pacific Students Will "progression."
Competing with experienced de- j
Compete in Oregon
baters from over 16 colleges front ]
Tourney
California, Utah and Nevada—
1
j Stockton Junior College was well
represented when the trophies
The College of the Pacific will were awarded.
"Cricket" and "The Tree," two
Scroll and Stylus met Wednes be well represented this week-end
original one-act plays by College day evening at the home of Miss at the annual Linfield Invitation WOMEN
The speaking combination of
of the Pacific student, John Den
nis, will be presented by the Eleanor McCann to discuss fur al Debate Tournament being held Margaret Stimmann and Pearl
Studio Theater February 2X, 28 ther plans for the publication of at Linfield, Oregon. This tourna Steiner proved too strong for any
winning five
and March L
MSS and to consider manuscripts ment is open to all Junior and Se opposition by
straight debates to take first
nior
Colleges
from
all
over
the
submitted.
CRICKET
place in the women's division.
Material by Kathleen Ayers and country.
"Cricket," a satire on the feel
Milton Valentine, glib newcomer
ing on the British and German Brad Setness was read. The mem
from Lodi, won his laurels on the
in America from a strictly Brit bers learned during the evening PACIFIC
Jaysee team by taking first place
Last year the Pacific debaters in men's impromptu. Another tro
ish viewpoint is filled with that the PSA executive commit
laughs and clever situations. The
triumphed in every forensic event phy was brought to Stockton
set is divided into two parts, tee had approved giving financial to walk away with the tourna when Iola Whitlock received first
dining room and kitchen, so that aid to the publication of MSS.
ment "sweepstakes" trophy. This place in women's oratory.
the audience is able to watch two
Margaret Stimmann of Stock
It was determined to make this
actions simultaneously. The year's magazine three times the honor has also been claimed by ton Junior College placed first in
Oregon State and Willamette. women's impromptu. In "progres
action centers around an Eng
lish lord who masquerades as size of previous issues, but to of The trophy must be won more sion" Sophomore Veteran Joe
fer It to the student body at the than once to assure permanent Kegler from Ferndale, and Mar
a butler.
same price as before. A five dol ownership.
garet Stimmann of Modesto^,
CAST
placed second and third respec
lar prize will be offered for the COMPETITORS
The cast includes Warren Mohr
tively, taking the team trophy for
best
manuscript
submitted
in
any
as the English lord, Marcelline
Making the trip to Oregon were S. J. C. once agaun.
Battilana as the German cook, field.
Iola Whitlock, Eleanor Powell,
Tieing for second in women's
Mrs. Schindlkoop, Bud Steffan
Present were Miss McCann, "Jackie" Judge, Milton Valentine, extemp., honors were shared by
and Dorothy Woodford as Mr. Kathleen Ayers, Delora Gallagher, Eugene Egbert, Bill Biddick, Mar
and Mrs. Schlopp. Other mem Jeanne Woodruff, Donald Ball, garet Stimmens, Pearl Steiner Pearl Steiner and Eleanor Pow
ell. Two Jaysee teams, Raymond
bers of the cast are Brad Set- Neil Howard, Joe Loftus, Brad and Allan Breed.
Ray, Johnny Sayers, Irvin Gart
ness, Jack Devoe, Betty Behney
Setness, and James Wilson. It
Professor E. R. Beta will also ner, Milton Valentine and Eugene
and Bob Alameda.
was decided to meet weekly in travel with the P. S. A. debaters Egbert, brought additional honors
The cast for "The Tree" in the future until MSS is submitted
to the northern college.
to Pacific by tieing for third place
cludes newsman Henry Meek,
Having recently competed in an in men's debate. Third place ir»
played by Bill Richardson, forest to the printers.
eastern debate tournament, Claud women's debate was also taken by
nymph, Iris by Marcella DobHogan and Kenneth Hastin will a Stockton team, Iola Whitlock,
rasin, Zara, Barbara Baxley.
make Linfield their next stop to and Anne Rhodes.
Other members of the cast in Cosmopolitans
add support to Pacific's chances
clude Clinton Sherwood, Bob
MEN STARS
of bringing home the "sweep
Alameda and Brad Setness.
Sponsor
In the men's debate, Bakersstakes" award for the second con
field
Junior College placed first
secutive year.
Convention
with the mixed team of Jack
Chapel Group
Stewart and Florence McKaig.
An inter-racial fellowship con
The Redland's University team of
vention sponsored by the Cos
Seeks $30,000
Don Martin and Tom Haldersoa
mopolitan Club in co-operation
!
with
the
Stockton
Young
People's
Out interviewing lists of pre
(Continued, on page 6, column 5).
Union will be held Friday, March
ferred prospects for donations to 7
in the Negro Second Baptist
the College of the Pacific's pro
"Spot Landing"
posed Chapel and Christian Edu Church, 1241 E. Market, Stock
cation Building are Dr. N. A. ton.
Starting at 6:30 with a dinner
Contest
Christensen, Superintendent of for which the nominal sum of
Nicolai Malko, internationally
the Oakland District of the thirty-five cents will be charged,
Methodist Church; president of the fellowship will consist of a famous orchestra conductor will Held
the College, Tully C. Knoles; Pa speech by Prof. Irving Goleman give two demonstration lectures "Spot landing" experts are in
cific Registrar, Robert Burns, —chairman of the evening—to be next week, the first on Monday vited to enter a contest for pr>
and Dr. Colliver.
,
vate pilots with less than 60 hours
followed by a program of enter
The college must raise $30,ow tainment presented by the differ afternoon, February 24, at 4:20, at the Stockton Municipal air*
by March 1 to guarantee realiza ent church groups. After the en and the second Wednesday eve port this Sunday at 9 a. m.
tion of the beautiful $65,000 edi tertainment period a full hour ning, February 26, at 8:30 p. m.
The entrance fee of one dollar
fice. No definite statements can of recreation will be held.
in the auditorium.
covers plane rental. A perpetual
be made until the finance com
Admission price is 50c per lec trophy is offered which may be
Members of all church young
mittee returns.
people's groups and any college ture—demonstration for the gen retained if it is won three times.
The erection of this fine gotihe students interested are invited to eral public. Students may at
structure was made possible by attend. Tickets should be pur tend both programs for 50c. Mu All interested are requested to
the generous conditional gift of chased by Monday, Mar. 2, either sic majors have these events in sign up at the information office.
The public is invited to witness
Mr. and Mrs. Percy F. Morris from presidents of the various cluded in their concert fee, and
of Berkeley, and another impor church groups or at the SCA of they may get tickets from the the contest. No passengers will
be permitted in the planes.
tant gift from Mr. and Mrs. John
after 9:30 Monday morning.
fice on campus
D. Crummev of San Jose

Dennis' Plays
Given In
Studio

Scroll and
Stylus
Meets

Nicolai Malko
Lectures
Here
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By BILL WORKMAN
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1940

Member
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CoBegiate Prefl

Editorial

Board

BOB CONAWAY, News
t.FST.TF. KNOLES, Society
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
FRANCES WATSON, Make-up
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography

REPORTERS:
Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisman, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison,
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack
Toomay,
June
Tangen,
Marjorie
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro,
BUI Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.

YOUNGEST
STUDENT
YEARS OLD/

On The Air

A GUMCHEWING
CONTEST HELD i
AT DEPAUW
UNIVERSITY
WAS WON BY
FOR TWO RILL YEARS,
A STUDENT
WHO CHEWED 1917-1918, NOT A VIRGINIA
POLY PLAYER WAS EJECTED
100 STICKS
FROM ANY-GAME FOR
OF GUM AT
PERSONAL FOUL/
ONCE/

COLLEGIANA

By MAX GOBEL
By Adele Scoble
The Campus Studio and the DULL—
radio facilities of the College of
Oh hum! And so another Fri
the Pacific welcome all the new day sneaks up behind us before
students of the College of the we're ready. News? Well, mebPacific and the Stockton Junior be. Teny rate we believe the
College. We hope that you will prize onion of the week should
avail yourselves of all the activi go to the mighty U. C. Frosh
ties that are made possible class for their novel idea—a TON
through your PSA and your reg NAGE DANCE. 'Tis true. At
istration here at Pacific, May we the Freshie Glee to be held this
also extend our cordial invita Friday, admishun will be one
tion to all you new members, cent per pound of girl escorted,
also again to those who have and it's rumored that all the
From the more than 3,000 students and
been here in the past, to listen to smaller co-eds are already dated
in high school, the 2,000 in college and our daily radio programs. At the for the event. . . . From the looks
the 3,000 in grammar and primary, a bottom of this column you will of some of Cal's more robust
find the new revised program gals, methinks a few of the lads
total of $976 was donated to the March schedul
efor all the Pacific had better inherit some good 'ole
of Dimes in 1940. Of this amount at Broadcasts—all times subject to dough—no less!
least one-third was given by the lower change, of course, with due no FROM THE CLINK!
tice. Here is a quick review of
Then there's that interestin'
division schools. Thus each of 5,000 the
programs to be presented:
article from the Gaels about the
high school and college students de BOOKSHELF PROGRAM
confab the San Quentin Prison
prived himself of less than two cents so The Bookshelf program fea convicts' debating team had with
that he could aid a worthy cause. tures John Crabbe reviewing the the debate team from Stanford
important books of the week for University. It seems that our
Aren't you proud?
your bookshelf. The World To less fortunate citizens were in the
day with Dr. Tully C. Knoles in know during the debate, and
terprets the events in the inter ended up in a tie for top honors.
national scene. This program . . . We wonder how said StanEQUALIZER
has been advanced to a later fordites are taking it,' and we
Yuba Junior Collge, a member—as hour on Monday; please note. wonder, also, which institution
is Stockton—of the Northern California Pacific Previews features Art offers the better education?
Farey giving you a list of the PINK BOOTIES!
Junior College Conference, has found it campus events for the week. Evidentally one of the students
necessary to suspend active participation Starting February 26, the Bureau on the campus of the University
in the various spring sports. This de of Reclamation through the Col of California lost his walkin'
lege of Pacific presents a series
plorable situation is the result of an of eight half-hour scripts on the footwear. From the lost and
found department of the ASUC
absence of necessary funds.
Central Valley Project.
The store we learn that a pair of
The pathetic part of the picture is show is entitled "Water is Life," PINK BABY BOOTIES were
that there is a possibility that the pub and is a documentary story done turned in . . . Tsk! Tsk! Isn't
lications—the weekly newspaper and the partly by the Bureau of Reclama there any age limit at U. C.?
yearbook—-will have to suspend opera tion and partly by students at PROFS AGAIN!
tions also unless further aid is forth Pacific. All music on this pro That familiar phrase, "the ab
gram will be arranged by A1 sent-minded professor," is always
coming. The students, principal suffer Miller.
funny to the students—'tho not
ers, are wholly at fault; their slow re RADIO STAGE
the faculty. And so, from the
action to student body sales made funds
Radio Stage still occupies its University of Arizona we bring
from this quarter negligible.
usual nightly spot on Wednesday you the story of the sleepy-eyed
Certainly, nothing of this sort can at 9:30; and lately they've been pedagogue, who left a nice, warm
possibly happen at Pacific; that it did presenting quite a few original bed to grope his weary way to
happen in a college is deplorable. Never chillers. Pacific Musieale pre class the first day. He waited
theless, it should serve as a warning to sents music talent from the Con and waited, and called students
servatory. Pacific Symposium names that aren't in our best
easy-going students that their participa is
the college own little roundtion in activities, both physical and prac table giving the students' opin text books—but still no students!
tical, depends upon their own willing ions on timely subjects and It was only later when he saw
two of the missing class that he
ness to share the expense account. And events. Pacific Personalities give had
a flash of memory. It seems
the sale of students body cards is this you outstanding people on the he had waited in vain in the room
expense equalizer.
jj.
Pacific Campus, and collegiate used LAST semester. . . , Oh,
news is aired over The Campus well. It just goes to'show that
Speaks program; another new students are still the victims of
QUOTABLE QUOTES
program added to our schedule. circumstance, and that only
INVITATION EXTENDED
chance decides who will teach and
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
With all these programs fea
"War is an evil, yes, a horror. But turing Pacific students, you are who will be taught!
there are greater evils. War involves bound to find your room-mrate And then there's the girl who
death, but what a different world we or friend on the air. All of them was so modest that she had to
should have if men had not been will do a splendid piece of work, and leave the room to change her
ing to face physical destruction for a the programs are so arranged as mind—St. Mary's Collegian.
great and noble cause, for religion, for to give as wide a range of serv
and experience as is possi
freedom of thought, for freedom of the ice
ble to the college student. Again minute and up-to-date special no
body and the mind. Harmful as the ef we extend our invitation to all tices concerning radio activity
fects of war have been on mankind, in to tune in Pacific On the Air from the Campus Studio.
PROGRAM:
finitely worse would it have been if five times weekly. And again, RADIO
MONDAY—2:30. Ilrxide the Book,
mankind, to avoid it, had made a Munich as last year, we bid welcome any shelf; 8:15, he "World Today.
Pacific Preview*.
of every crisis." Dr. Monroe E. Deutch, comments or suggestions for the TUESDAY—1:15,
WEDNESDAYS—3:3©, "Water 1*
Life" seriea starting February 26 $
vice president and provost of the Univer improvement of our shows. 3:30,
Radio Stage.
sity of California, labels the totalitarian Watch for this column in the THURSDAY—2:30, Pacific M««lfuture
and
any
special
bulletins
cale;
3:30, Pacific Symposium.
regime as worse than war.
FRIDAY—10.3©, Pacific
Peraon
that may appear giving you last

• Aren't You Proud

alities; 3:15, The CanipiiN Speak*.

Shakespeare has once again
himself to be a hit writer, and
in the business. As old and as trite the play "Romeo and Juliette"
seem, it still has within it the f0rBl
for the greatest audience appeal,
were many who attended the
Little Theatre presentation of the * J
last week who became so interested0^
the action that the passage of ti01
seemed of relatively little concern,
plaudits and bouquets for DeMar!
8
Brown's players for this revival.
Perhaps those of you who attended th
show, and all of you should, can recall
the manner in which Mr. Shakespear
managed to convey the utter futility 0f
petty bickering and quarreling. Th
stupidity of the feud between the Mem
tagues and the Capulets caused strife be.
tween the general citizenry, as well as
alienating two groups of people who
could as well as not have been friends
The result of it all is brought out in the
unhappy state of the youthful lovers
and leaves one wondering if there isn't
a certain analogy to be drawn from such
a situation.
PARALLEL

We realize that the analogy is per.
haps trite, and almost idealistic, but we
cannot help wondering if the world
really consist of a set of families who
continue senselessly to feud over the
multiplicity of little incidents of family
pride which keep the families at con
stant swords points. The unhappy lovers
in this cast turn out to be Economic Se
curity and Peace; and heaven help these
two in achieving any good in the present
situation—they just don't seem to exist
when the day's events are considered.
As serious as the conflict across the
water is to this nation, it is being felt in
certain amusing and strange ways in
this country.
For instance, we were
window shopping the other day when
we noticed a window full of women's
dresses which were truly a glory to be
hold. One in particular gave us a laugh.
It was a creation fashioned after the uni
form of the Marines, replete with black
and red cape, brass buttons, gold frogs,
and white belt. The effect produced not
patriotic awe, but the thought of the ap
propriateness of the dress on a Motion
Picture usherette. We don't mean to be
sarcastic, nor appear to be casting as
persions at the patriotism of the dress
designing field, but we don't feel that
patriotism can be worn on the sleeve
where the world may see its superfieiaity—to us it is worn on the faces, an
shown in the reactions of intellige®
people.
INTELLIGENCE
"Intelligent people" brings to
the type of student we had on the ca
pus this last week-end for the Jun
College Debate Tourament. This gr® ^
spent its time in argumentation, day
night, and in between times its mem
wandered to and fro on our campus
diligent thought, each striving to ' ^
his arguments just a little better a ^
little finer than any other person,
can't help admiring such persistence
effort, for we feel with one of the sp ^
professors, that intelligent sPeake^Spffl0cto pave the way for intelligent
^
racy. We wish to take time out to
most sincerely, the Pacificites in
ing,
the best of success with their de
{
While we are in the mood
^
forth a few good wishes, we a _
minded that it won't be long nn . 0jr
College of the Pacific A Capella
will be starting on its annual tou • ^
organization does much to bring a
t0
th»
' nt Association, an ,t
t>i
this fair campus- bo)r
-is
^
0 the A Capella
W'J
TO venture forth
re
th
Mater.
., this
v
ibled quite * bK ^
tin
stified, on the &
„
th
ra
fe1
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Qoodbye My Lover,

WOODRUFF

Ctpodbye 11
Charms Pacific Little Theatre
With Love, Tragedy, Wit, Puns

chakespeare

Audiences

household, both

alike in dignity,

In fair Verona, where we lay our scene,
liirom ancient grudge break to new mutiny,
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
From forth the fatal loins of these two foes
A pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life, ..

, . thpse words the famed4
—
——
^ of Avon opens his ill-fated long enough not to break the
^ story that was destined to real mood of the play. In this
ove

'

""the"most famous of all
?ve stories ever written. "Romeo
,oVf ruliet" like Shakespeare's
"Merchant of Venice" is Italian
atmosphere and color, and De
Uarcus Brown has aptly capTired that Italian spirit of the
r Century with the intrica
te and massiveness of
the
miian Renaissance harmoniousfvcombined. "Romeo and Juliet"
will be given for the last times
this week-end with performances
on Friday night, Feb. 21, at 8:15,
and Saturday matinee at 2:00 and
Saturday night at 8:15, Feb. 22.
production problems

play his comic characters are
minor characters but the char
acterizations are so clever that
they will be marked in your mem
ory. So for the light, gay, care
free scenes of the play the cos
tumes give all the warmth and
color to aid in creating that
mood. Here, again, the cos
tumes were not rented thus giv
ing that stock effect found in
other productions, but the cos
tumes were designed 'for the pro
duction and for the person for
whom it was intended.
CRITIC'S PRAISE
Critic Wood Soanes of the Oak
land Tribune pays tribute to the
"unsung hero who directed the
sword scenes." Those unsung
heroes—for there was more than
one—are the very members of
the cast themselves who prac
ticed every rehearsal night apart
in some corner, room, out-ofdoors, and elsewhere to achieve
as realistic a sword play as pos
sible. And if you are one of
those who isn't versed in the art
of sword play, just try a hand at
it sometime with a stick. The
greatest dificulty lies in the final
thrust that inflicts the fatal
wound; to make that seem read
takes all your wits and attention.
The toughest nut to crack in this
case was the duel between Ty
balt and Romeo in which Romeo
slays Tybalt. *At the time Ty
balt is on the steps with Romeo
in hot pursuit The angle and
position of both fighters is such
that every blade thrust can be
markedly seen by the audience.
It is up to Romeo to make the
fatal stab at the opportune mo
ment and Tybalt to react ac
cordingly, drop his sword and
come crashing down the steps.
By the way, when Tybalt does
his swan-dive on the stairs he
really does it with a bang, every
rehearsal without fail down rolled
Tybalt a full flight of steps. Re
member this isn't a picture so
no doubles are used; the stuntman is unknown on the "stage.
The fall is the best seen in many
a day here at Pacific.
Two whole months were given
over to rehearsing, designing,
building, painting, sewing, fit
ting, and whole-hearted co-opera
tion from cast to crew to techni
cal directors to give you and
Stockton a great production to
make you and Stockton proud to
possess a first-rate little theatre.
De Marcus Brown has spared no
effort to make this a beautiful,
lavish, and thrilling production,
no expense was spared to make
it a success.
Many schools
throughout the valley have sent
bus-loads of students to see Pa
cific Little Theatre's "Romeo and
Juliet." They came as far as
from Chico; and, another group
from Napa. All remarking about
its entertainment and its high
standard. Something we are
proud of.
Remember, tonight at 8:15, to
morrow matinee at 2:00; mid tomorrow night at 8:15 will be the

The problems of producing the
play were many and of endless
variety. First there was the
problem of staging the produc
tion with all its scene changes
and our limited space backstage.
All units for the different scenes
had to be so constructed that
they would all articulate with
ease; silently and swiftly. In all
there are twenty-two scenes in
the entire play with nineteen
shifts. In order to make the
principal units articulate the use
of five wagon-stages were neces
sary to acquire sped and flexi
bility. In building the balcony
the difficulty arose in moving the
heavy piece with the minimum
lapse of time. Finally casters
were added to this unit in order
to aficilitate its moving about,
thus making another and the
smallest wagon unit.
The principal and largest unit
is a twenty-two foot arch which
is the only permanent unit in all
the settings. Around this large
arch other units are added, taken
away, or spun around to make
the different scenes. With all
this is added a large blue drawcurtain used in conjunction with
the large arch; then another arch
is flown into the fly-galleries and
used in Friar Lawrence's Cell.
There are interesting levels,
corners, angles, stairs, and lines
wsed throuhout the production.
In one case there is a large unit
of steps that is in the open and
lull view of the audience, and in
another smaller unit a series of
s-eps not always visible to the
audience yet at all times giving
you thedefinite impression of
another height The set is the
*reest ever made and used here
at Pacific.
COLOR SCHEME
The color scheme follows the
or wheel and gradually grades
sh°"? 'he purple through the cool
thaf
*nto a yeHow-green so
tern t^ere *s a continuous patn of color. One may wonder
y
choice of the cool col0
«'n t^le set. Well, in the case
Vo_ ,meo and Juliet' it is a love
to he
. sure> But it happens
in a 3
l°ve story that ends
be >.e!Th" Therefore, it would
eav !fr. •fataI to use bright,
all tw %ht colors that denote
"ess anT"ght ** laughter. happic9medy for it places an
tuidiio
mood • Strain on the audience's
of thnm ,orienting it to the mood
take **ay< Moreover it would
eonviT°me very g°°d acting to liiiiiiiiiM
seSCe 411 audience that it is
athifj .a tragedy of love terminehdini»ln- death rather than love| Secretarial
hannif,,m the usual "they lived| Civil Service
m
Would ^ever after" fashion. It 1 Higher Accountancy
to fast • * fBc best professional (Free employment service.j
Aeafnm his actinS ability,
that
,one must keep in mind
esPeare didn't write the
entire
ah m-J*ay in a sombre note. By
(Sinice 1896)
that thJ1^ no' for the very thing
1
School
of Business 1
Was p. Bard did in all his plays
ot iaUpfemember that people like| California at Weber g
Stockton
he ^ 1 an<t whenever he could
Jected comical scenes just

JEANNE
WOODRUFF,
editor of MSS, announces
that Scroll and Stylus will
accept manuscripts for pub
lication up to March 4.

MSS TRIES
FOR
SAROYAN

Next Monday and Tuesday evenings, the College of
the Pacific and the San Francisco-Oakland area will
exchange artists for three important musical events.
Well-known as a violinist and conductor, Nathan
Abas will be the guest conductor of the Stockton Sym• phony Orchestra next Monday
evening, February 24, in the high
school auditorium. Abas is well
known on the Pacific coast since
he toured the western states three
years ago. Prior to that he is re
membered for the conductorship
of the Standard Symphony Hour,
his work in the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music, and the
coveted place of concert master
with the San Francisco Opera As
sociation and the Los Angeles
Opera Association.

J

By HERM SAP1RO
PROGRAM SELECTIONS
The program will consist of
Just about the best colored
band in existence is due to show Weber's "Oberon" Overture, Mo
its wares at the Grove next Wed zart's "E Flat Symphony," the
nesday night when Duke Elling "Arkansas Traveler," by Carl Moton's band gets on the stand. Donald, "Les Preludes" of Franz
Ellington has built a world-wide Liszt, and Milhaua J "ScaraScroll and Styles
reputation, and this band is def mouche." The latter number is
Magazine "Goes"
initely one you gates should dig. the composition of a member of
The individual musicianship of the Mills College faculty and re
Sixty Pages
the band is outstanding, featur ceived its premier with the Nor
ingJohnny Hodges on alto sax, thern California WPA Symphony
Rex Stewart on trumpet, Sonnie
MSS, Pacific's creative writing Greer on drums, and, of course, Orchestra and Nathan Abas con
magazine, will be published imme the Duke himself on piano. Elling ducting, only a few months ago.
Maestro Manlio Silva had the
diately after Easter vacation, it ton recently lost his star trum privilege of being the guest con
peter,
Cootie
Williams,
to
Benny
was announced today by Jeanne
ductor of Mr. Abas' group last
Goodman, incidentally.
Woodruff, the editor, in making HAL KEMP COMBO
summer and while Nathan Abas
is working with the orchestra.
an appeal for material from all
There has been a great deal
student body members, who wish of discussion regarding the future Maestro Silva is busy arranging
for the March symphony concert.
to submit poetry, short-shorts and of the late Hal Kemp's great out
fit Many feel that Skinnay Enshort stories, essays, sketches and nis is due to take it over, mean BACON GUEST SOLOIST
plays.
while junking his own Pepso- Then on Tuesday evening Pro
Prizes will be awarded for the dent crew. According to Skin- fessor Allan Bacon will journey
best writing in one or more fields. nay, this is an impossibility. to the Oakland Auditorium to be
All material must be in the hands Others think that Bob Allen, guest soloist with the Northern
of the editor by Friday, March 14, Kempian vocalist will front the California WPA Symphony, Nath
but contributions will be welcom band, which wouldn't be a bad an Abas conducting. Professor
idea except for the fact that Bacon will be heard in the "Faned immediately.
Allen just hasn't the name that tasie Polonaise" by Paderewski.
UNDER WING OF PSA
draws people to the box-office. As This is a composition written in
If present plans are realized, it looks right
now, the Kemp four movements, played without
this MSS will be three times the outfit will just dissolve unless pause, of original themes by Pad
size of the 1940 book, in order to a big name leader decides to take erewski. Those that have heard
include the large amount of over.
this seldom-played work, agree
worthwhile writing being done on FRONT MAN HENDERSON
that it is distinctly Polish in the
the campus. This year's maga
Fletcher Henderson, Benny sense of nationalistic tendencies
zine will be the third. Published Goodmans chief a'rranger, is and beauty.
by the members of Scroll and starting out once again as a
Many were privileged to hear
Stylus, it has been put out under front man. "Smack" (as he is this monumental piece of piano
the wing of the PSA and sold to called in the dance band game) literature as Professor Bacon ap
student body members at less has had much experience in this peared as soloist with the Stockline and has gathered a fine
than actual cost.
bunch of men together for his (Continued on page 5, column SI,
AUTHOR TO CONTRIBUTE
present crew. Henderson is gn
In the past it has been the cus ing to play several of his ovv..
tom to ask a guest author to con arrangements that Goodman is
tribute; a widely known drama using as well as many from his
tist, William Saroyan, is being personal library. Goodman is
invited this year to write some backing the band financially.
TH E AIRE tggd
thing for the magazine. Pacific's CASA LOMA COMBO
own Dr. Eiselen began the custom
The Casa Loma combo is real
with one of his inimitible poems ly killing them down at the Pal
THE WESTS WILDEST ERA!
as preface to the first edition. ladium. The band sounds more
Last year MSS published an orig solid than ever, except for some
inal story by Gertrude Stein that terrific hutches by Corky Cor
nelius in the trumpet section. This
brought forth much comment.
Members of the editorial board Cornelius guy tries for notes that
this year besides Jeanne Wood are just a little too high for him,
and the results are too excruci
ruff are Joe Loftus, president of ating to bear in silence. He'll
Scroll and Stylus; Neil Howard, probably come out of it all right,
Bill Hunefeld, John Dennis, and though, if he doesn't blow a gas
Miss Eleanor McCann, faculty ad ket in the meantime.
viser. Material may be left with
Maybe some of you don't know
mUk
Miss McCann, faculty advisor, it, but it's common gossip that
Miss McCann, Joe Loftus or Je the greatest woman boogie-woo
gie pianist is at present sojourn
anne Woodruff.
ing in the institution on Cali
last times you will be able to fornia street. Her name is Cleo
AndyOEVINE
see this production of "Romeo Brown;
Porter
Peggy
and Juliet."

SIERRR

FRANCHOT TONE

||f you want a job—

| Humphrey's J

BAY AREA, PACIFIC
EXCHANGE ARTISTS
Abas to Conduct
Symphony Here

By MAX GOBETL
wo

Page 3

CUillW Or
SPENCER

UA1
TRACY

—in—

Howard Hughes' new stream
lined version of

"SKY DEVILS"
—Also—

PAUL MUNI
—in—

"SCAR FACE"

1;ox

WARREN WILLIAM
BROD CRAWFORD
MischaAUFR
HALL
MORAN

CALIFORNIA
toXARTS SUNDAY

tt Andy Hardy's Priilate Secretary"
—Also—

"Murder Among
Friends"
MARJORIE WEAVER

AND

"The Invisible
Woman"
VIRGINIA BRUCE
JOHN BAKRYMORH
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SOCIETY

Cupid's Dart
Finds Gene
And Carol

LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

CAROL MARTIN

Decorations for the affair will
carry out the black and white mo
tif. Throughout the rooms white
flowers will be pictured against
black velvet, and the girls will be
dressed in white and black formals.

Archite Pledges
To Be Initiated

CAROL MARTIN, student at Stockton Junior Col
lege, is now engaged to Eugene Murphy, The wedding
date has not yet been set.
Cadets at The Citadel, South
Carolina military college, daily
consume 1,730 quarts of milk.

TAILORED
PASTELS
by

MARILYN
> • . the frock for the
campus and class . . .
the frock to smartly
match or contrast, un
der your "t o p p e r."
Luscious Spring Pastels
Perfection in Tailoring
Smartly Styled

1295
OPEN A CHARGE
ACCOUNT , . *
No carrying charges
or extra costs , . .
Terms to suit your
needs.

Make It Ten Gallons!
You're Not Going to
Pull That Gag About
Running Out of Gas!"

Whether it's one or ten gal
lons, you get clean, knockfree gas here—superior serv
ice too! A quick, efficient,
cheerful check-up on oil,
tires, carburator, and motor—
all for the price of one (or
10) gallons of gas. For hap
py motoring, drive in here
first!

Gay "LI Aimer" Yokum's

DONOVAN'S

Seaside Service

SMART SHOP

Bulldog Pledges
Withstand
"Last Mile"

The rigors of an initiation were
once again withstood successfully
by a pledge class when Omega
Phi Alpha fraternity conducted
its informal initiation, following
the Pacific-Cal. Aggie basketball
game last Saturday night.
With palpitating hearts and in
creased pulse beats, the nine
pledges went through the tradi
tional ceremonies, climaxing the
evening with the "Last Mile."
The formal initiation will be
administered Sunday, February
23. Those who took the informal
were: Fremont Kingery, Joe Kegler, Bob Beck, Walt Goleman, Jim
Johnstone, Jack Lyons, Leonard
Sawrey, Irving Gartner and Terry
Aton.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Harding and Monroe
Dial 2-9446

336 E. Main St.

Gaia-Delucchi

American and Channel

Last Fall The Pacific Weekly Advertising

Lineage

156%
WHY?

Increased Over the
*m

Preceding Year to-

Because Pacific Weekly Advertising
Does Get Results
DIAL.

Springtime has come around*be arranged by the commit*;e

. sorority
—„,ot,
again and with it
rush
ing. Next Sunday afternoon the
first of a series of teas will be
given honoring unaffiliated wo
men of this campus. Guests are
invited to call at Alpha Theta Tau
and Mu ZeZta Rho from three to
five and at Epsilon Lambda Sig
ma 'and Tau Kappa Kappa from
four to six.
Guests will be met at the door
of Alpha Theta Tau from three
till five by Nickie Ficovich, who
will in turn introduce them to
members of the receiving line. In
the line will be Mrs. Oliver Miller,
housemother; Frances Brandstad,
president, and Lois Fenstermacher, vice president.
6

St. Valentine again brings
news of Cupid's dart, for it was
at a surprise valentine party
given by Carol Martin to mem
bers of the Co-op last week that
her engagement to Eugene Mur
phy was announced.
In the center of the table was
a large old-fashioned bouquet of
red and white carnations. The
center of the bouquet held the
surprise of the evening for there
was placed her engagement ring
with th simple announcement—
Gene and Carol.
June 15 was to have been the
date of their wedding, and it
would have been a double one
for that is the date of her sis
ter's wedding, but that afternoon
Eugene received the letter that
told him he was drafted for a
year's training. At present the
date is indefinite.
To carry out the draft theme,
patriotic favors of red, white,
and blue were used, and as each
guest left, she was given a little
toy soldier as a souvenir of this
important occasion.

The pledges of Alpha Kappa
Phi, the oldest social fraternity in
the west, will take their informal
ceremonies beginning February
24th. The festivities designed by
the members will come to a cli
max Sunday, March 2.
Pledges undergoing the ordeals
of initiation will be Art Smith,
Bes Leese, Clare Slaughter, Dick
Schneider, Bruce Morehead, Carl
Baldwin, Bill Thomas, Harry Tremaine, A1 Short, Hugh Hutchins
and Joe Johns.

Opening Teas Honor
Unaffiliated Women

9-9121 FOR

INFORMATION

Miss Nancy Toms and Miss
Helen Danner will do the pouring
for the tea as they are both
alums of the house.
General chairman is Jackie Par
ker, social chairman of the house.
She has appointed Bettie Meyer
as chairman of the decorations
committee to be assisted by Rose
mary Wherry. Barbara McKenzie
is chairman of the music, her
committee being Muerl Walters
and Jane Grey. Food will be tak
en care of by Sarah Cameron and
her committee of Lois Fenstermacher and Betsy Jones. The
kitchen crew of Marian Gregson
and Marge Lee, will be supervis
ed by Dorothy McClean.
MU ZETE
Mu Zete Rho will welcome the
guests from three till five Sun
day afternoon. Receiving the
guests will be Miss Klaer, house
mother; Joyce Wiggins, presi
dent; and Phyllis Grimshaw, vice
president.
Decorations consisting of spring
blossoms and white candles will

Suggestions for
Rushees 1 Dress
In order that the rushee will
know how to answer the eternal
feminine question of, "what to
wear!" some dress suggestions
for this season's rushing are giv
en here.
For the teas which will be held
next Sunday and throughout the
next two weeks, it is suggested
that the rushee wear street dres
ses and all that they entail—heels,
hat, gloves and bag.
Street dresses should also be
worn to the informal dinners giv
en by each sorority. It is unnec
essary, however, to wear a hat.
To the formal dinners which
will be held the last week of
rushing the girls should wear din
ner dresses.
University of Minnesota stu
dents and faculty members are
planning their first joint hobby
show.
Sixty per cent of the 11,000
University of Texas students earn
all or part of their way through
school.

When Yon Attend
Business School

PICK A WINNER
PORKNER'S

College of Commerce
Led an Northern California
Business Schools in 1940
Commercial contests: Steno
graphic, Secretarial Account
ing and Civil Service.

College of Commerce
llfi N. Softer St.

_^

Phone 6-6867

pointed by Joan Edwards < ap.
al chairman for the dav '
EPSILON
• Epsilon is choosing the
orchid and white to Carr
cam-,, .Colot
^tthE
theme of their opening rn<T
Those in the receiving line sh
Mrs. Graham, housemother n
rabelle Coffman, president' C'a"
Phyllis Stabler, vice presto
Following is a list of the
pointed committees for this tap"
ti°n: Chairman of the decora**
committee, Katherine O'Cnn
assisted by Beverly Gardner Fw
ty Morrison, and Betty (w
chairman of refreshments, Add 1
Squires, helped by Lillian KaK®
and Phyllis Stabler; chairman ^
the music committee, BartJ,
Ferguson, while Jean Arnot aw
Jean Ferguson will help h(.
"tickle the ivories;" chairman j
kitchen committee, Celia Cro«
ably assisted by Eloise Smith Lik
by Meyer, and Lois Bugbetchairman of the cleanup, Man
Barbara Baer, and Ruth 'uddj
the lady of the flowers, and Jack,
ie Easby will lend her their assi*.
tance.
TAU KAPPA
"Colonial dames," will weicom,
rushees at Tau Kappa Kappa lor
formal tea this Sunday from 4:(#
to 6:00 p. m.
A fitting colonial theme will be
carried out in the living room and
at the tea table, the main theme
color being yellow. "Sunshine"
bouquets of daffodils and tail yel
low tapers together with spinning
wheels and odd heirlooms will
further the theme.
Receiving guests will be Miss
Ellen
Deering,
housemother;
president, Lois Lasell, and vicepresident, Rosemary Strader.
Committees working for the tea
under general chairman Dixie
Butler are decorations, Melba
Jean Lloyd, Gloria Hopps, and
Alice Keehner; food, Virginia
Doane and Lucille Wilson; clean
up, Rosemary Strader, Jeanne
Woodruff and Ethel Stark.

Co-Op Has
Informal
Open House
Pacific Co-operative House will
sponsor another of its newly inaugurated series of open houses
this coming Sunday, February
23, at its house at 212 Fulton
Ave. from five to six o'clock.
Valate Learned, program chair
man, has announced that the.
program will include a piano
by Thalia Heim and Beverley
Meyer, a vocal duet by Kather
ine Kuivala and Bill VVorh111^
and a reading by Marcejla ,
brasin. Jackie Ong will
members and guests m
hj
munity singing. John Fanuccm
will act as master of cerem
The open house, like its P
decessors, will be .inf°rmna!
nature, the emphasis be
a friendly "get acquainted pv
rather than strict rega .
Emily Post. Guests are ^
to sit on the floor rath
^
assuming a formal portya•
lc
A blanket invitation is 15 ujjjng
everyone interested m
away the hour to come
^
Co-op for the open houseadded inducement, refresl
will be served.

SPECIAL
FULLER BRUSH
50e

walue

Tooth******

414-ok. cam ®<

Toothpowder

Sot

CAMPUS BARBER

SHOP

] 0 c Group

Educator
Addresses
S. T-A. Group

Arranges

flowers
Discussions and
Demonstrations Headed
by

Four Faculty Members

inning last Wednesday and
lor six weeks, a group
Pacific students aided by four
0 uv members will present a
*
of informal discussions
^demonstrations of flower ar-

SH SS

^fmeetings will be held in
A
aildEWPBw flanked on either side by YICE-PRESIdifferent campus buildings each DE^O
TARY"TREASURER GLADYS BARTHOLOin order to take advantage MEW, headed an important C
meetmS last Wednesday night.
Mr. Nicolls
Tthe different decoration prob- of Lodi spoke on what fh» a • \
PQhe on what the administrators and principals expect of the teacher.
ums presented by various room
flings and dimensions.
Epf
{rs Garrigan, of the faculty
UP which consists also of Mr.
Reynolds, Miss Lorraine Knoles,
L Miss Ruth Udden, will be the
laker for the first evening.
Bob Conaway, former sports
Rich program is to consist of a
editor, will head the WEEKLY
discussion from 7 to 8 by the evestaff as news editor this semes
ring's speaker and of a demon(Continued from page S)
ter. Janet McGinnis is editor
stration period from 8 to 9 in
Members of Alpha Kappa Phi again.
which those attending will prac ton Symphony Orchestra just two and their sweethearts tripped the
Jerry Walker and Jack Toomay
life fantastic in remembrance
tice those things learned during years ago.
will
share the position of sports
Professor
Bacon
ably
represents
of St. Valentine's anniversary
the discussion.
editor. Others on the staff in
An invitation to attend is ex the Conservatory of Music by his last Friday.
The tunes for the affair were clude Frances Watson, make-up
tended to all students and towns class room instruction, his lec
provided
by Stan Seigfried and editor; Leslie Knoles, society;
ture-recitals,
and
these
distinct
people. Flowers will be provided
Don Segerstrom, features; Je
his
orchestra.
but those attending are asked to honors, such as will occur next
Cupid and his love business of anne Dagg, copy desk; Adele
bring one bowl or vase and a flow Tuesday evening.
hearts was the theme for the Scoble, exchange; and Tom Wood
er frog large enough to be used ALUMNI RECITAL HERE
dance
and the atmosphere was ruff, photography.
Two distinguished graduates of
as base for a floral display; each
created by decorations of valen
student will be responsible for the Conservatory of Music will re tines and old fashioned lace.
taking his flower container with turn for an appearance in the
Joe Thornton was the general
first alumni recital next Tuesday chairman for the dance and other
him when he leaves.
It is hoped that the ideas for evening. Miss Margaret Ritter, members of his committees were:
flower arrangement presented by and Jeanne Wier Short, are the Art Smith, Bruce Morehead, Dick
the various speakers will be am artists which will offer a concert Schneider, A1 Gossett, Bob Meyer,
Joe Neronde, Ben Leese, George
plified and elaborated by the stu of variety and color.
Since leaving the College of the Cline, and Clare Slaughter.
dents themselves as they learn
Sweethearts guests were Kath
and that those attending will gain Pacific in 1936, Miss Ritter has
an appreciation of practical art had many appearances, both here leen Weston, Joan DeMartini,
by their efforts.
and in the bay area. She also has Denise Zapherson, Lois Archi
graced the stage with the San bald, Jolyn Bergeron, Jean Ford,
Virginia Timmons, Virginia Lee
Francisco Opera Company.
Ellis, Mary Ross, Jane Gorden,
Pledges
Miss Ritter has chosen selec
Rosemary Strader, Betty Morri
tions of Donizetti, Schubert, son, Ruth Coward, Dorothy BraBecome Members Strauss, Debussy and Deems Tay gatta, Constance Franke, Foyce
lor for three very interesting Blackman, LaVerne Lagorio, LibAt Epsilon
song groups.
by Meyer, Claire Moody, GerEpsilon Lambda Sigma held its
She is also scheduled to appeal maine Sala, Virginia Lundgren,
formal initiation Thursday night, here in May, when Offenbach's and Maxine Heikins.
February 13. President Claribel "Tales ol Hoffman" will be pre
Their escorts were Joe Thorn
Coffman presided during the can sented.
ton, Ed Fay, Glenn West, Art
dlelight ceremonies, and was as
Mrs. Short, class of 1938, has Smith, Bruce Morehead, Karl
sisted by the other officers of the been a Pacific representative as Baldwin, Joe Siegfried, Fred Ab
sorority, A formal dinner preeed- soloist on many occasions since bott, Hugh Hutchins, George
" the initiation attended by all her graduation. While in college Cline, Bill Thomas, Dave Gay,
members. Those new mem- she was in the honored first chair Bill Hunefeld, Joe Johns, Dwayne
oers are the following: Betty Or- spot in the Conservatory Orches Mears, Stan Vaughn, Roy Coop
er, Les Cook, Blair Smith, Bob
"s, Betty Morrison, Jane Dash- tra and played with the local sym McKeegan, Karl Moore, Jimmy
Smith> Frances Miller, phony. Tuesday night she will
sJ rT
Black.
Betty Ann Hickman. At the play the "Symphonic Variations,"
Patrons and patronesses for
the
wJ
vitiation, the girls by Boellman, a portion of the the evening were Mr. and Mrs.
and = presented with their pins Lalo Concerto, and a number by Irving Goleman, Mr. Douglas
Dashiell and guest, and Mr.
RaveL
James Wilson and guest.

Nathan Abas
To Conduct
At C. O. P.

St. Valentine
Esteemed By
Archites

Conaway Heads
News Staff

Speaking of moderation, con
servatism, good taste in speech
and dress and "being a regular
fellow" as the prime requisites
of a model teacher, Mr. Nichols,
principal of the Lodi high school
and superintendent of the Lodi
schools addressed the meeting of
the Student Teachers Association
Wednesday night in the S.C.A.
building.
Emphasizing "Being Yourself",
Nichols spoke to the group on the
subject, "Pitfalls New Teachers
May Encounter."
Following the talk, plans were
made by the group for the next
meeting to be held March 26.
At this coming meet, sample in
terviews with superintendents of
schools will be given by a number
of superintendents from San Joa
quin and adjacent counties.
Refreshments were then served
to about 40 members under the
direction of Gladys Bartholomew.
Orville Fletcher, C. S. T. A.
president, was in charge of the
meeting.
One of the nation's foremost
Jesuit institutions, Fordham uni
versity, is in its 100th year and
has graduated more than 20,000
students.

•sroaaoNl
DRYGOODS
ASHION
IRSTS

£££""•restlnE

)n

Rowing the ceremony a
was taken ln the
livhii!?
by a fifing photographer

Y«*6FFI^R

foke Over Job
A Womens' Hall
0
held eWUary 23 Women's Hall
blester r10nS *°r the current se* Presta rraine Davis went in
ityRnt- succeeding Betty
tfoe DrpcJ °ther officers were:
Nietary ®nt; Marion Combs;
co,' Tfrbara Cadden; the
^ars and o ,COnsists of Nevada
^verly ipn y Taylor, seniors;
J'liors- J and Evelyn Gove,
^tgina w y McKinney and
Jl^garet
'
sophomores;
Hie, frJrepard and Corrine
Viu^hmenstarted their
*** iwhJ. * t«ception for the

VJ2JeOBER<5ER*S
J**

KM
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P.S.A. Salesmen
Proven
Good

Albertson Acts
As Delegate

Barbara Albertson is represent
Nine hundred and twenty-five
PSA cards have been sold to date. ing the College of the Pacific
Individual salesmen were selling dance department in the annual
the cards for the first time and Dance Symposium held at Mills
this method has proven especial college today and tomorrow.
The symposium begins with a
ly successful.
Those individual salesmen turn meeting of delegates from col
ing in the highest number of sales leges and universities of Califor
are Bill Doyle, Bob Bowe, Dean nia and Nevada at 8:00 this eve
O'Connor, Bill JCennedy, Silvia j ning. Tomorrow approximately
350 representatives will spend
Flanner and Jack Runcie.
Those students who have not as Saturday studying dancing tech
yet obtained their permanent niques. During the first half hour
cards should do so immediately of tomorrow's session Miss Al
In the student body office on the bertson will demonstrate her tech
nique before the group.
second floor.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME

BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

$

YOLLAND ICE
& INCORPORATED
FUEL CO.

Wear It with windbreaker
and you have a style of
tailored
simplicity
for
business or travel. Take
off the windbreaker and,
presto, your frock looks
entirely different

Telephone 6-6966

Whiter Blue or Beige with
Red

Stockton,
Office*

800 S.

Checks are IN this sea
son. Try this alpaca ray
on Redingote contrasted
with a solid colored dress
. . . there is a new look
to this ensemble with its
pleats and young open
neckline . . ,

11*
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We Ain't In the
A rmy—Yet!!
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UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES

Death Vailed

Trip Offers
Plant Tour

Among the many ed„
opportunities that the
the Pacific Death Valie^
tion has to offer is an £
trip of the American
and Potash plant at T-^ etn«!l
na, Ca]j,
fornia.

127 Jaysees Await
With Abated Breath

PLANT PRODUCTS

Loca t e „
d a t Sk e a r l e s

t„,

By DON SEGERSTROM
lant evt™^
_ Srg^
plant
extracts „
lar„.
chemicals from the brine -r,'
The old saying, "Johnnie get your sxin? lsn'
millions pounds of brotni^
spoken around campus any more accompanied by
removed annually. it j. .,ne ^
belly laugh. It doesn't even rate a throaty chuckle.
concern in the United StaL.0"1?
It's all pretty serious, this draft business, especially
any lithium
produces aim
to those Stockton Junior College and College of the Paproducts that are
cific men who have passed their*£
Searles Lake brine ^
are bo^
are
majority. There are 127 of these
boric acid, Glauber salt
GAME
CHEERS
"twenty-one year and over" fel
and soda ash.
lows in the Junior college, and an
Members of the Pacific t,
SURPRISE
undetermined enrolled in C. O. P.
are conducted through the ,
i. C. DRAFTEES
according to their inte!
LEADER
Miss Virginia Brown, assistant
Chemistry students will visit,
registrar in the junior college,
By DON LA MOINE
research department and U
has compiled a list of eligibles
Those Interested in the busin
After years of hard work it is
enrolled. Of the 127, two already
and personnel phases of the n
have been classified as 1-A and gratifying for one to realize the
cern will visit those departed
sent off to camp with the rest efforts of his labor have been rea
Special guides are provided i
of young America who are do lized,
the company for the tour
ing their one-year hitch for Uncle
TOUR RATING
Thas is precisely what happen
Sam. They are John Jolly and ed to Head Yell Leader Ham
Members of previous Dm
Francis Loy.
Valley trips rate the tour
The list, compiled by Miss Briggs last Tuesday night.
Trona, which is the largest n
Brown for the American Council PAST
ducer of potash in the Utft
The scene was set at the Paci
of Education, includes the names
States, as one of the most tab
of Robert Beck, Vernon Bell, fic Pavilion during the disappoint
esting features of the expedite
James Bird, Bob Cook, H. Allison ing Santa Clara-Pacific basket
Ewing, Bernardo Fernandez, Ig- ball game.
nacio Galindo, Walter Gennet,
Time after time, and week af
Charles George, Jack Holmes, ter week, Briggs has come to the
Jaysee Debaters
Frank Lewis. Burl Miner, Fred hoop games, More times than he
Morris, Tom Oleata, Martin
Hold Honors
Plocher, Ray Raymond, George can count he has jumped to his
Above
are
pictures
of
past
Pacific
Death
Valley
(Continued from Page D
Scantlebury, William Stone, Rob feet during intermissions or tours. First we see Drs. Bawden and Jonte playing in
times
out,
pranced
to
the
floor
won second place in this division
ert Warren and Robert Olson.
and done his level best to instill a the "pretty" Mohave sand. At the bottom is the classic
They're in class 1-D.
Second place in women's debate
Class 1-D, as most everyone little spirit in the dead rooting sign at Bad Water in Death Valley.
went to Barbara Jacobsen and
knows by now, is reserved almost section. But all to no avaiL
Pauline Davis from Reedley Jo.
exclusively for college men. The BUT NOW
nior College.
Gras
Committee
elass will be called to the colors Tuesday night Ham bounced
In men's oratory J. Franklin of
July 1, which has meant a defer
Yuba J. C. won first place with
Decides
On
ment of six months or less, de out of the stands as usual to take
Tom Halderson of Redlands Uni
pendent upon the order number his place in front of the press
|
bench
and
the
stands.
Over
in
the
versity taking second. First place
that the student holds.
Theme
I Corner "Pop" Gordon's seldom
in
women's
extemporaneous
IN SENIOR COLLEGE
seen band piped away on "Come
speaking was won by Florence
The
theme
of
the
sixth
annual
Also compiling lists for the On You Hungry Tigers." Briggs
There will be only one more College of the Pacific Mardi Gras McKaig of Bakersfield, who also
Council of Education group is
Registrar Robert Burns of the raised his hands, told the "gang" week In which 1941 Naranjadoes was definitely decided upon at a took second in women's oratory,
In men's extemp Frank Wolf of
College of Pacific. According to to spell out Pacific,
may be purchased without an in meeting of the decorations com
As his arms swung down past crease in price.
U. C. L. A. placed first, with Jack
mittee this week.
his able associate, Miss Ellen
Deering, draftees in C. O. P. are his head the surprice came like
Dick
Stebbins,
decorations Wecker from Pasadena J, C. com
Naranjadoes are on sale every
still undetermined in number and a thunderbolt—the entire root morning in the administration chairman, announces that a floor ing in second. U. C. L. A. also won
It is probable that at least forty ing section echoed forth with a building hall from 10:00 to 12:00. plan of the Stockton Civic Memo second place in women's im
or fifty students will be in racket never before heard in
rial Auditorium, where the dance promptu, being represented by
ducted into the service when the gym daring a basketball February 28 is the closing date is to be held as usual, will be ob L. Schwabaker. Second place in
July 1 appears on everybody's game.
tained. With the aid of this plan, men's impromptu went to Max
calendar.
Later in the evening (still fear
each of the 18 members of the Lunt of Utah Aggies.
Some of the men like the idea ful to hope for the best) Ham Zefagatheans
Mervin Baker of Pasadena Ju
committee will be assigned a par
®t lugging a rifle as their part picked up the spirit of the band,
Entertain
On
nior
College took first in progres
ticular
section
of
the
building
to
In the massive national defense started leading some singing. And
decorate.
sion.
move, others would rather dis
and behold, the whole stands Valentine Day
The theme will not be made
pense with the physical effort. lo,
Most of them who aren't gradu responded.
public
until Mardi Gras night.
Valentine decorations were in
ating in June hope Selective The expression on Brigg's face
evidence
at
the
card
party
given
showed
the
emotion
he
felt—the
were given at each of the twelve
Service higher-ups will grant fur
ther deferments to collegians en "gang", as Ham calls the PSA'ers, by the Zetagatheans last Friday tables as prizes. The door prize
abling them to finish school. had come through for him. All evening at 8:15 in the S. C. A. was a pyrex set given by the H.
Student
C. Shaw Company.
News of such a move is still those town people at the game rooms.
Marian Thisby was general
forthcoming from the nation's were aware of the rooting sec
Hot Lunches and
eapital.
tion—aware too that Ham Briggs chairman with Peggy Bigham in
Dinners
NEWS FROM SS
was responsible for the grand charge of the decorations. Pink
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—
camellias were the flowers used
Most frequented by Pacific showing.
in the decoration of the tables.
students is the office of Selective Yes, success was long and hard. White frosted cupcakes with red
LINDBERG'S
Service Board No. 38 in the Stock But Ham Briggs is happy.
hearts were served to carry out
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
ton City Hall. Miss E. G. Wells,
the valentine theme.
For Satisfying Haircuts
clerk of the board at that office,
Decorated potted cactus plants
has kept the boys effectively no
tified of their status. She likes
to answer questions, even the one
HOLMAN'S D0NUT, CAKE
about additional deferments for
students.
AND COFFEE SHOP
Said Miss Wells, "We know or
New
Stock
of
Fiction.,
OPEN
AT ALL HOURS
have heard nothing about a move
Following a formal dinner last
Non-Fiction and
of this kind. I'm sorry, but we Thursday evening at which the
Children's Books
can't offer anything that would pledges of Alpha Theta Tau were
PLATE LUNCHES
Lubrication by
be either encouraging or discour honored guests was the formal
Turkey Plate
35c
boy coopbb
RENTAL LIBRARY
aging."
Baked Ham
36c
Most draftee's hope Miss Well's initiation. Hie dinner was planned
2101 Pacific Avenue
Koast Beef for Pork ... ,25c
next statement will prove encour by Jackie Parker, social chairman,
Creamed Turkey
20c
Stockton, California
aging. Less hopeful seniors buy with decorations of yellow daffo
INCLUDES:
Vegetable,
Potato
dils
and
blue
iris
on
the
candle
unbreakable trench mirrors and
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Salad and Dinner RolL
wonder whether they'll gain lit tables done by Bette Meyer.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
President Frances Brandstad of
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
weight on bulky army chow.
}
2302 PACIFI<JJL-^;
ficiated at the candle-lit ceremo
Dots—What's the matter with nies, which formally initiated
you T
Mary Jane McCullough, Marion
Eleanor—I'm terribly worried. Gregson, Mary Elizabeth Gwynn,
Union Oil Products
I wrote Jack in my last letter to Aileen Bolter, Margaret Lee, Ja
forget that 1 had told him I didn't nice McCloud, Dorothy McClean,
mean to reconsider my decision Juanita Daussat and Jerry Bryan.
about not changing my mind, and
he seems to have misunderstood
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
ma,
(IN BLACK'S)

WINTER SPECIAL

Alpha Theta
Honors Pledges
At Dinner

The Bookmark

GOODYEAR
TIRES

"Si-

Seventy-five students from 21
foreign countries have formed an
organization at New York univer

ses®

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE,

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

'Where Price and Quality
PHONE 2-7481
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Bengal Sports Pane
JACK TOOMAY and JERRY WALKER,

gix Transfers
^id Track Squad
Only
Weeks Away

Intramurals

^

SITZMARKS

Most of these men have com
peted in other sports. Frishholz
and Warkentin earned their let
ters in football; Nikkei, Slaugh
ter, and Warkentin are playing
on Ralph Francis high-flying bas
ketball quintet.
JAYSEE GAINS

These Shoes Can
"Go Places"
They're husky, sure-footed,
Ml—these BALL-BAND Sport
Shoes. With STA-KLEEN In
dies, and AIR-FLOW Uppers
""they're cool and comfortable.
Come in and try on a pair, just
tee how light they are, how
tOOK FOR
good they
THE
BED BALL
look, how
snug they fit,
how strong
they are . . .
They're the
best you can
buy—They'-re

BALL-BAND
Se€

The Cub hurdle races will ac
quire the services of Presley
Peek and Les Cook. Peek is
from University of California;
Cook spent a year at Cal Aggies
after a semester in the local
Junior College; however, he did
not compete.
The first real test erf new
material will be the coming in
tramurals on March 13-14. This
meet, only three weeks hence,
is inauguration of a vigorous
schedule for both squads. The
interclass follows by a week.

SKIS, TOBOGGANS,
SKI CARRIERS
AND SKID CHAINS
FOR RENT
A
Complete
Stock of
Snow
Sports
Equipment
at
Lowest '
Possible
Prices

Them NOW at

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
the Campus
for You"

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS
Operated by

THE CUB HOUSE
•"-Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

JZJLERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY"

New Combo Aids
In League Win

The Stockton Jaysee Cubs hoisted themselves one
notch further up the Northern California Junior College
Conference ladder last Tuesday night in the local gyro
AFTER a perfect day around
as. they marched to a decisive victory over MTenlo JayVanderfords' at Donner Summit,
see, 39-32.
a tired but happy crowd of skiers
By ROLLIE HOMO

rom the College Ski club, rolled
onto the campus last Sunday
Two
night from a day filled with in
struction, down mountain runs
and a cross country trip to Han1>r<HSeason favorites to captine the Par Western
famed Sugar Bowl.
^ference track crown, the Pacific cindermen, second DURING the morning period,
, . winners behind Fresno last season, will be classes covering the fundamental
Ustered by the addition of six junior college transfers, snow plow, stem turn, stem chris^ver, some events are inadequately manned, accord- tie and pure Christies were held
for the novices and the more ad
£mentor Earl Jackson.
•
vanced skiers of the club under
Clare, is expected to contribute the capable supervision of Chet
POLE VAULTERS NEEDED
points in the
220- and 440- Phillips and Bill Schedler.
Unst sorely needed will be can*
*
»
j£ for the pole vault, high yard dashes and possibly the
AT the regular Monday eve
J l discus and sprints. These low hurdles.
ning meeting of the College of
Sti'ons were vacated by Lew
REEDLY GROUP
Pacific Ski club, presided over
Kfrd Fred Bonnefield, and Phil
5e Ford and Bonnefield
Frishholz, in addition, will toss by RoIIie Homo, Doris Guern
Conference championships, the javelin, as will Vernon Wark- sey, Dawn Zuckerman and Sam
Jjyje Ritchie approached great entin, formerly
of
Reedley Morris were elected recording
Junior College. These candidates secretary, corresponding secre
ness in some races.
lack Frishholz and Clare
will materially strengthen the tary and treasurer, respectively.
Slaughter will compete in the spear-tossing event, notoriously
IT was decided by the club
high jump. The former is from weak in past seasons.
to enter the Sonoro-Mono invi
Compton •». C.; while the latLanky Bob Nikkei, another
tational at Cold Springs this
jer h*'1* from Porterville.
Reedley alumnus, will also at
coming Sunday, February 22.
Kieth Slaughter, brother of
tempt to negotiate the hurdles.
* * *
The final junior college trans THE WAY I HEARD IT
fer is blond Bert Gerken, for
THE Auburn Ski Club pioneer
mer Stockton high mile ace ed skiing as it is now known to
who spent three semesters at
the hundreds of thousands of pre
Sacramento J. C. He is now un
der the doctor's care for an old sent-day skiers, but it is only the
second oldest ski club in Califor
operation.

TENNIS
SHOES

JAYSEES LICK
MENLO, 39-32

nia. Credit for having the first
winter sports organization goes
to Truckee, where in the first de
cade of the twentieth century, C.
F. McGlashen, a native of Switz
erland, erected an ice palace and
toboggan slide. Because of a suc
cession of mild winters the proj
ect was discontinued, but in 1912
some citizens of Truckee started
a winter sports club as a private
community activity. In 1925 the
club was opened to the public, and
in 1930 the Truckee skiers erect
ed a jumping scaffold and now
produce some of the best competetive skiers in the state.
*

*

*

IN our treks around the ski
ing centers lately we spotted a
sign in the lodge at Donner
Summit, which read, "Instruc
tion daily by Bill Klein and Lew
Kerrick." Those who remember,
know Lew as a student here in
the Junior College and is in his
second winter riding the slats.
Not bad, eh? Reports have it
that he is one of the most pop
ular instructors in the Donner
Summit area.
*

*

#

A "Jargon Bargain" for the fan
ny slider:
F. I. E.—Federation .Interna
tional de Ski. Ruling body of in
ternational skiing. Name of annu
al world's championships in down
hill and slalom held in Europe.
CANONEN—Big shot. Expert
skier.
SITZMARK — A fall to the
rear. Making a mark in the snow
with the sitz. (very easily done
by us. Lessons given in this fine
art every Sunday at your conve
nience.)
Next Week EAST LYNNE.
Water color paintings by two
Iowa State college women were
recently accepted by the Joslyn
Memorial in Omaha, Nebraska.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

East Town
Still
Undefeated
Mural Basketball
Ends: Sigma Next

l The unexpected win was ach
ieved via the use of a new combination which possesses no
height, but a great amount of
fine ball handling and fast break
ing ability.
KEY COGS

Little Japanese two-handed ar
tist Kyoshi Shimasaki and hardrunning Joe Law were the spark
lers in the Stockton lineup. Law
scored nine points and "Shim" JO,
^ach getting four goals from the
eld.
San Francisco's ex-all city cen

Known by only a few on the ter, Howie Dallmar, had an off
college campus, Pacific can boast night under the hoop, but nev
of real honest to goodness unde ertheless was Menlo's key floor
feated basketball squad. East man and the entire Oak offen
Town, in the intramural division, sive revolved about him.
which is headed by Coach Earl NEAR THING
The half time score was 17-17.
R. Jackson.
The game was nip and tuck
EAST WHIPS ALL

In five starts the East Towners throughout, the Cubs pulling
have vanquished all opposition away for the margin of victory
and by the looks of things will only in the closing minutes.
So earnest and hard-fighting
take their remaining games in
was the style of play that Cubs
the accustomed winning stride.

Joe Law and Don Sullivan were
withdrawn from the game on
account of fouls near the end
of the second half. Menlo's
Dallmar had three personal
fouls in the first half, but by
virtue of his careful use of hips
and elbows managed to stay in
In the second scheduled game the game.
of this week West Town came MEET AGAIN
out on the short end of a 26-5
This tilt was the seventh con
The latest East Town victory
was over Archania 33-20, with
the flashy Torlai accounting for
12 points on the winning side.
Dwayne Mears and Bob Dewey
sang 8 points each for the f ratmen.

score when they mixed with the ference contest for the Cubs and
Men's dorm. "Pete" Peterson was marked the first in a home and
high for Dorm with 16 markers.
home series with the Menlo Oaks.
RECORDS SPOILED
The second half of the series will
The other game scheduled be be played In Menlo Park March
tween Manor and Rhizomia was 4th.
forfeited by the Manor men, they
applied the same tactics with Ar
chania. These two games have In Need
been the only forfeitures during
the whole intramural basket Some Answers?
schedule which will wind up with
Just Ask—
the coming week's play.
According to Coach Jackson, ta
The man was a stranger to
ble tennis will be next in line, as
soon as favorable weather condi Stockton, but business meant
tions permit, Sigma Delta Psi travel to him. His fiance's sis
ter was a co-ed, so why not give
track trials will be opened.
The next week I. M. final her a ring?
Now the man, in deciding to
basketball schedule will be: Fri
call
her, thought best I look up
day, February 21, 4:30, Omega
Phi vs. Dorm; West Town vs. the number. And then did pro
Rhiz.; Saturday, February 22, ceed the most frantic search
3:00 East Town vs. Dorm; search; oh, why was the name
Tuesday, Feb. 25, Omega Phi from the Greek? From Alpha
vs. Rhizomia; West Town vs. to omega, the most difficult task
to try and remember the right
Archania.
one. Was it theta or beta, or
sigma or mu; oh, why doesn't
she live at the Dorm?
Just as the man was dispairClub
ing, just as he was giving up
hope, along came a block "P"
"a
college man, who'd know what
the score was, no doubt!
Japan"
"Now what is the name of that
With "A visit to Japan" as its
theme, a party sponsored by the house, pal, you know the one that
Cosmopolitan Club—campus in I m e a n . W h y s u r e , t h a t ' s i t ! . . .
ter-racial group—will be given Now I remember! . . . Now I
Wednesday, February 26, at 7:30 can look up the number. What's
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. that? . . . You know it? You do?
J. Charles, 238 W. Fulton.
. . . Well thanks, pal, I'm glad
The party is being held in ac for your help."
cordance with the series of dis
The man was a stranger in
cussions on Japanese-American I Stockton . . . but he learned just
problems which have been held what to do . . . cause college
by the club. Fortunate will be m e n k n o w a l l t h e a n s w e r s . . .
those who attend to hear from and now this man does too.
the host, Mr. Charles, of his ex-

of

Party Is
Visit to

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products
Cub House"

periences while traveling with
his wife last summer in Japan.
Of unusual interest is the enter
tainment: Japanese games will
be played. Refreshments are to
be Japanese tea cakes served with
tea.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main A El Dorado. Pk. 2-4*3*3
Poplar A Yoar mite. Pk. 2-6143

Everything to be found in a
Ftrst-Clase Pharmacy

utl
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Tiger Bronc - Trampled Bengal Squ^
Tracks Faces Fresno Bulldogs lonight
By JACK TOO MAY

IF SUCH a monniker could be
tagged to a personage of our phy
sical characteristics we are indeed
an embryonic columnist. We are
taking over a job held for one
and a half years by Bob Conaway,
who, we quietly admit, surpasses
us in talent and ability. It is for
that reason that we believe our
selves to be under slight handi
cap. However, we will endeavor
strenuously to keep our head
above water in all departments
and to set down words here that
will at least shock you if they fail
to interest you.

*>

1100 GAPE AS CLARANS
SWAMP FIGHTING TIGERS

_

BENGALS HAVE EDGE
IN COMING CONTESTS

The Ralph Francis-coached Tiger Varsity,
.nved
With the screaming of an estimated
removed from
from their dark-horse rating in the Fa- ^
Conference
to definite, unchallenged favorite!^
ball mad" spectators ringing in their ears,
g
ern
iironlfDII/l frtP IlloJH
'
cific five went down to bitter
'^^^th- neys to Fresno this weekend for their annual
Santa
,
with the Bulldogs
ta Clara University
university who
»vh <j floored one of t
wit
Santa
• This year's scheduled two „
that has hit the honmhardwoodsj^
ets casaba quintets
,
series should be one of th
•
this season by a score of 62-25*
closely
fought
in
number!!
a
last Tuesday evening.
years as the records of thP t
Starting off with a semblance of
teams put them approximate!,,!0
a real ball game, Pacific took a
an
even footing.
*0|i
short lived lead of 1-0 for one min
MADCAP ANGIE
utes and sixteen seconds, until a
In spite of the fact that iw
IT HAS always been our con scintillating Bruce Hall started a
two
point
barrage
that
was
never
has
failed to win a game in a
tention that as long as the basket
"big time" conference they S
was above the heads of basketball headed throughout the game.
New Combination Figures
dumped a number of formiS
players, height would be the most SLAUGHTER DOES IT
To
Clare
Slaughter
goes
the
hon
opponents in several non-coZ
necessary of till physical attri
To
Dump
Conference
Teams
ence games.
^
butes. Here and now we wish to or of scoring the first Pacific
Main offensive and defensive
apologize for our mistaken belief. point and putting the crowd into
threat of the Bulldogs is
Last Tuesday night two little guys a frenzied spirit that rattled the
Stockton Jaysee's Tiger Cubs move into the next to
"Wild Greek" Angela PetmpJ
with big hearts and strong legs beams of the new pavillion.
o
.v.
_•
hftO'llllllllS
tills
-T
II"
From the
box it
tnis
tne press oox
n was
wc» all last
ihsl week
weej*. of
ui their
t/uvzu confei^nce
~ contests beginning
« 11a„.
showed up whole floor fulls of
Last year he was considered one
Santa
Clara.
Their
flashing
style
<jay
when
they
meet
San
Mateo
Junior
^
^ majn of the finest forwards in the
stringy "professionals" ... In
the Jaysee preliminary with Men- of ball passing, faking and local pavilion. The game will be the evening s
Far Western conference. This
k>, little Kyoshi Shimasaki was shooting brought the crowd to its event at Pacific. No preliminary has been scheduled.
year he leads the Bulldogs in
San Mateo's record is moder-*
"
high scorer for the Cub quintet feet continuously.
all offensive departments o[
and completely outclassed and KEN SHOWS 'EM
play.
a t e l y i m p r e s s i v e . H o w e v e r , m o s t (2,1 A KJT PIVOT
r IT v-z
Pacific's "hot shot" of the eve of their wins came in early sea-1
I AM I
outshone Menlo's immense, high
BAD BLINKER
ly-touted Howy Dallmar. Dallmar, ning was diminutive Ken Rogers, son competition. More recently
Closely pressing this swift,
unanimous all-San Francisco prep who on several occasions showed they have been beaten by such
footed forward in all around abilselection last year scored only the Barsimen that he was a con teams as Santa Rosa and Menlo
ity is huge pivot-man Burton
once from the field. Then in the stant threat if shaken loose. How and rank fifth in the conference.
Acker. Though ranking only sec.
later varsity encounter little, ever, it was definitely shown in DEADLY SPIDER
ond in individual scoring he is a
springy Kenny Rogers made big Tuesday night's fracas that the
The invaders boast two great
fine team man and especially
Jim Rickert of Santa Clara look Tiger is not ready to play ball of men in their forward wall. Their
adept in backboard play, both of.
exceedingly truckish. In fact we Bronco caliber.
center "Spider" Cortez is a cold
fensive and defensive.
Up to the first quarter Pacific and hot ball player, but on the
shall go as far as to say: (Our
College of Pacific's Tigers on
neck is out, but we say it anyway) still was in the ball game, trail run he is the most dangerous pi
violent rebound from the Santa
that Rogers was the finest natur ing 11-8, but from here on in the vot man in the league. In one
Clara debacle will engage the
al ball player on the floor. Quite Tiger defense seemed to fall game with Bakersfield Jaysee he
Fresnans very nearly at full
obviously, we are aware that apart, leaving the Bronco to made 14 field goals and 5 foul
strength. However, the absence
Bruce Hale also played in that score at will. The half time throws—a total of 33 points. The
of Clare Slaughter will be sore
game and that he was a very pol score stood at 22-13.
visitors point with pride also at
ly felt. Slaughter is suffering
ished and very smooth and made The beginning of the second their forward Henry Janvier, who
from an eyelid injury the seri
an awful lot of points, but in the half Santa Clara really gave the ranks high in this half of the
ousness of which is uncertain,
face of all that we stick solidly Francis-men the business with state in scoring and who is the nu
behind our guns and maintain Hale, Rickert, Ferrick et al, pil cleus
BISCUIT
WEAK
of the team.
that Rogers was the tops that ing up a mass of 40 points, lim
Only other weakness in total
The Baby Bengals meet San
iting the luckless Tiger to a mea
night.
team strength is Bob Henning,
ger 12, seven of which Rogers ac Francisco's third place Rams on
who, though he has been in uni
Tuesday
night.
The
preliminary
BEFORE IT slips our mind we counted for.
form for the past two weeks, is
will
be
played
by
the
second
would like to set our newly-ac SMOOTHNESS
still favoring a touchy ankle.
quired readers (?) right on a
It can be said without hesitan teams of the two schools and
As the Bulldogs cannot even
certain insignificant, but never cy that Santa Clara gave the fin will begin at 7:15 p. m.
boast a gymnasium of their own
BACKBOARD
ARTIST
theless quite touchy point. The est performance by a basketball
the games will be played on Fri
The Rams' smooth-working
Jaysee Cubs are not in the North team witnessed here in years. The
day and Saturday nights in the
forward
Mel
Dropo
will
provide
ern California Junior College con smoothness and precision they
local high school pavilion.
ference cellar. Neither are they possessed came only through ma the rejuvenated Cubs with a
The contests are non-confer
great amount of trouble under
bound for it. We will admit they jor league competition.
ence
and in no way effect the
the
basket
as
he
is
noted
for
his
ate on the cellar steps, but they
final league standing of the
sneak shots from the flat behind
are not going down them. They
Bengals.
are going up!
J.C, Ne+men Meet theInbackboard.
both games mentor of the
Cubs, Chris Kjeldsen, plans to
AT LEAST we hope so.
San Mateo Team
Record-Breaking
start his new-found combina
Their first meet with Marin Ju tion of Shimasaki and Martin
Paddler Imported
nior College postponed indefinite at forwards, Law at center and
ly by an overabundance of heav Sullivan and Goodman at guard.
By Washington U.
enly moisture, Doug Dashiell's
Peter Powlison, the Un!
hard practicing Junior College
of Washington's freshman®^
tennisers will take to the courts
tation from Honolulu, is 8 °
tomorrow, weather permitting,
off to a good start for the 1*
against the San Mateo Junior oClThe College of Pacific Tiger lege squad at the bay town.
BURTON ACKER, tre swimming season. his
The team, led by letterman FarTwo weeks ago
,
Varsity took two more long
mendous six feet six inch 23.6 seconds time in the
strides toward the Far Western rell Dedrick, includes Jim Kafcenter for the Fresno Bull free style sprint brojee
^
Conference crown last Thursday fen, Chet Coey, Noel Prince,. Cliff
^
In its last three conference en dogs, is a senior who has ington pool record. Last
and Saturday nights as it handed Smythe and Clyde Johnson.
counters the Stockton Jaysee
j,
the Cal Aggies two successive
been a mainstay of the a dual meet against a S
team he set two national^
drubbings. The score at Davis
Coach Anderson of Iowa made Cubs won one and lost two games.
He | ate freshman swimming^
Thursday was 48-31, and on Sat the highest scholastic average at The two losses came last Friday team for two years.
60 ya f d 1
urday in the local gym, 38-27.
Notre Dame. He maintained a 98 and Saturday nights at Marin and ranks second in Fresno 28.9 seconds for the 60
yaPj
per cent grade throughout his Santa Rosa respectively.
style and 52.7 for the l0^ords
ALL EASY
scoring.
Marin used every player on their
free style. The for01
StanThese last two tilts completed four years.
bench
to
whitewash
the
locals
40were held by Paul Herron
three of the four scheduled con
The
strikeout
record
for
one
ference games with the Aggies. Handball, which originated in 29. Outstanding player and high season, 345, is held by Amos Ru- ford, at 29.8 and 53.5. ^ ^ high
The meet, won by toot P°°''
Pacific's varsity has had no trou Ireland in the tenth or eleventh scorer for the Mariners was lanky sie, who pitched for the New York
school, was held in a 60
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